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Abstract

Relfun/X is an experimental implementation of Relfun, a relational and functional language developed by Harold Boley at Kaiserslautern University. It is totally implemented in Prolog; additionally, the Relfun/X programs are compiled into Prolog programs (i.e. "consulted" analogously to the ordinary consulting scheme of Prolog).

While Relfun/X does not provide all the features of the Lisp-based Relfun implementation, it is the first running version supporting Relfun's multi-footed clauses.
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1 Introductory Examples

We think that introducing a new language is best done by providing some simple examples that show you some of its most significant features.

The following examples are included in the demo files provided with the Relfun/X system so you can test them all by yourself. Refer to the ‘README’ file to find out how to start the Relfun/X system.

For further Relfun examples and a general introduction see [1] and the “demo*.rfx” files in the appendix.

Example 1 Relatives
We start with the standard example found in more or less every introductory book on Prolog: facts and simple rules concerning relatives. But instead of representing the facts and rules as relations (as in `mother(john,helen)`), they have been transformed to – sometimes non-deterministic – functions (the prefix `&` precedes the return value, backquotes mark constants).

```prolog
father('john') :- & 'graham.
mother('john') :- & 'helen.
brother('helen') :- & 'fred.
brother('helen') :- & 'bert.
parent(X) :- & father(X).
parent(X) :- & mother(X).
uncle(X) :- & brother(parent(X)).

! &- uncle('john).

fred yes ; bert yes ; no
```

Example 2 Fibonacci - relational and functional
This example shows how the translation process could take place: the internal Prolog representation of the functional and the relational version is nearly the same, i.e. the return value can easily be implemented via an additional parameter.
% relational version
% ------------------
fibrel(0,'s(0)).
fibrel('s(0),'s(0)).
fibrel('s('s(I)),F) :- fibrel(N,X), fibrel('s(I),Y), plusrel(X,Y,F).

plusrel(0,N,N).
plusrel('s(M),N,P) :- plusrel(M,'s(M),P).

% functional version
% ------------------
fibfun(0) :- & 's(0).
fibfun('s(I)) :- & 's(0).
fibfun('s('s(N))) :- & plusfun(fibfun(N),fibfun('s(N))).

plusfun(0,N) :- & N.
plusfun('s(M),N) :- & plusfun(M,'s(N)).

! &- fibrel('s('s('s('s(0)))),X) , X.
s(s(s(s(s(0)))))
yes

! &- fibfun('s('s('s('s(0))))).
s(s(s(s(s(s(s(s(0))))))))
yes

! &- fibfun(X).
s(0)
yes ;
s(0)
yes ;
s(s(0))
yes ;
s(s(s(0)))
yes ;
s(s(s(s(0)))))
yes
Example 3 Greatest Common Divisor

\[
gcd(X, Y) :\neg
\begin{align*}
& \text{less}(X, Y), \\
& \& gcd(X, sub(Y, X)).
\end{align*}
\]

\[
gcd(X, Y) :\neg
\begin{align*}
& \text{less}(Y, X), \\
& \& gcd(Y, sub(X, Y)).
\end{align*}
\]

\[
gcd(X, X) : \& X.
\]

! &- gcd(26, 585).
13
yes

Example 4 Multi-Footed Clauses
Relfun/X supports multi-footed clauses, i.e. a clause may return more than just one value at a time. Furthermore it is possible for a clause to have more than one arity (for input as well as output) as the following example demonstrates:\(^1\)

\[
multiple(X) : \& \text{null}.
\]
\[
multiple(X) : \& X.
\]
\[
multiple(X) : \& (X, X).
\]
\[
multiple(X) : \& (X, X, X).
\]

! &- multiple(5).
()
yes ;
5
yes ;
5 , 5
yes ;
5 , 5 , 5
yes ;
no

\(^1\)(v1, v2, ...) denotes a sequence variable
\(^2\)unlike standard Relfun, Relfun/X allows every variable to be bound to a sequence
Example 5 Higher-Order Functions

Reflun/X does not yet implement the full higher-order functions found in [1] but it provides you with the standard ‘call’ mechanism of Prolog and with an additional infix function ‘@’ that acts like ‘::’ in Backus’ FP or funcall in Lisp.

\[
\text{reduction} \left( \text{Function}, \text{Baseelement}, [] \right) : - \& \text{Baseelement}.
\]

\[
\text{reduction} \left( \text{Function}, \text{Baseelement}, [H|T] \right) : -
\& \left( \text{Function \& (H, \text{reduction} \left( \text{Function}, \text{Baseelement}, T \right))} \right).
\]

\[
\text{count} \left( A, B \right) : - \& \text{add} \left( B, 1 \right).
\]

! \&- reduction('add,0,[1,4,3,2]).
10
yes

! \&- reduction('count,0,[1,4,3,2]).
4
yes
2 Additional Features

For reasons of symmetry we have allowed active calls everywhere in a clause; this even includes the head, the left-hand side of the ‘is’ builtin, structures and lists (even when they are backquoted). This implies having to backquote all constant structures and non-numerical atoms.

Programmers familiar with languages like Hope will thus be able to use conjunctive pattern matching as in

\[ \text{hope(List is [Head|Tail]) :- ... ,} \]

where ‘is’ is a function which unifies both arguments with the input value (comparable to \( t \) in Hope).

3 Differences in Syntax

As a consequence of using the Prolog builtin ‘read’ to consult Relfun/X programs, there are some (insignificant) differences between Relfun/X and the Relfun syntax in [1]:

1. Because & acts like any other function, it must be preceded by a ‘,’ or a space depending on the place where it is used. (Remark: & is implemented as an assignment of the form Return-Variable is Return-Value; consequently \( t \) can be used anywhere in a clause, not only as its last component (see [1]) which is very useful in combination with ‘;’).

2. All terms of the form functor\{args\} (see [1]) have to be transcribed to ‘functor(args)’.

3. The empty sequence variable (\( () \)) has to be written as ‘(())’.

4 Sequence Variables

In Relfun/X, variables are implemented as sequence variables, i.e. a variable may have an arbitrary ‘arity’. It is thus possible for functions to return more than one value using just one return variable (see example 4: ‘Multi-Footed Clauses’ and subsections 5.1 and 5.2).

3 see “demo08.rfx” in appendix H
4 the meaning of ‘;’ is the same as in Prolog
5 it is still problematic to treat infix operators correctly in the context of sequence variables: it is difficult to keep both arguments apart, thus problems may arise when using “is” and other infix operators, but we cannot give an example here
5 Important Modules of the Relfun/X Implementation

5.1 Flattener

The flattener unpacks nested structures, e.g.
\[ Z \text{ is } f(g(X)) \text{ becomes } Y \text{ is } g(X), Z \text{ is } f(Y). \]
For more details see [1].

5.2 Smoother

Internally, sequence variables are represented as Prolog structures of the form
\[ #[V_1, V_2, \ldots] \]. It is necessary to smooth these structures from time to time
because at runtime different sequence variable structures may denote the
same value, e.g. \( (1, 2, 3) \) is equivalent to \( #[1, 2, 3], #[1, #[2, 3]] \), and to
\( #[#[1, 2], 3] \). The smoother maps all these various forms to \( #[1, 2, 3] \) or, gen-
erally, to the unnested internal representation.

5.3 Sequence Variable Unification

In this version, sequence variables are simply unified by applying the ordinary
Prolog unification to the smoothed variables. This implies that sequence vari-
ables of different 'arities' cannot be unified yet.

---

6Unary sequences (numbers and variables) are not transformed to \# structures; nullary
structures are represented as functor\(#[]\) to simplify unification
7Full string unification – equality unification under associativity – seems far too costly
8It even seems to be necessary to implement two different kinds of variables to overcome
this dilemma, as in Boley's FIT or in other pattern matching languages
6 Builtins

The Relfun/X system provides you with the following builtins\(^9,10\):

- **is** : \( T^2 \rightarrow T \) (infix operator)
- **null** : \( 0 \rightarrow 0 \)
- **add** : \( N^2 \rightarrow N \)
- **sub** : \( N^2 \rightarrow N \)
- **times** : \( N^2 \rightarrow N \)
- **quot** : \( N^2 \rightarrow N \)
- **rem** : \( N^2 \rightarrow N \)
- **less** : \( N^2 \rightarrow 0 \)
- **show** : \( T \rightarrow 0 \) : display a term
- **shown** : \( T \rightarrow 0 \) : display a term and start a new line
- **cr** : \( 0 \rightarrow 0 \) : start a new line
- **getch** : \( 0 \rightarrow N \) : read a character (ASCII code)
- **++** : \( A^2 \rightarrow A \) : concatenate atoms (infix operator)
- **recons** : \( A \rightarrow 0 \) : reconsult a Relfun/X file
- **srecons** : \( A \rightarrow 0 \) : reconsult a Relfun/X file silently
- **goalcall** : \( T \rightarrow T \) : call a goal and return its value
- **call** : \( T \rightarrow T \) : \texttt{call(Goal)} is equivalent to \texttt{goalcall(Goal)}
- **funcall** : \( T \rightarrow T \) : same as \texttt{call}
- **@** : \( T^2 \rightarrow T \) : same as "::" in FP or \texttt{funcall} in Lisp (see example 5) (infix operator)
- **naf** : \( T \rightarrow 0 \) : negation as failure
- **!** : \( \) : same as in Prolog
- **fail** : \( \) : same as in Prolog
- **;** : \( \) : same as in Prolog

7 Distribution

You may redistribute this program freely. Report any bugs or improvements via email to: real-fun@dfki.uni-kl.de

---

\(^9\) see the files "builtins.pro" and "init.rfx", which you can easily extend by yourself
\(^{10}\) \( N \) denotes the set of numbers, \( A \) the set of atoms, \( T \) the set of terms
A File "README"

Some hints to run Relfun/X on your system:
---------------------------------------------

- your current directory should contain at least the following files:

  load-relfun.pro
  init.pro
  operators.pro
  builtins.pro
  relfun.pro
  init.rfx
  demo.rfx
  demo?.rfx

- load Relfun/X by "reconsult('load-relfun.pro')."  

- the file "init.pro" contains some standard prolog procedures which are 
  not available on all prolog systems (member, reverse, ...) 
  (modify this file (and "operators.rfx") to run Relfun/X on your prolog 
  system)

- there must be the file "init.rfx", which usually contains 
  the definitions of "null", "()" and some other basic functions 
  that must be available to run your Relfun/X programs properly

- the file "operators.pro" contains operator declarations

- there should be a file "demo.rfx" containing a procedure "demo"; 
  this file will be reconsulted and then started if you enter 
  "*demo." at the Relfun/X prompt
- if you are running the Relfun/X system under sepia prolog, add the following lines to your ".sepiarc" file:

    :- cprolog.

    correct_prompt :-
        set_prompt(input,''', output).

    :- reconsult('load-refun.pro')

- if you use any other prolog, add "correct_prompt." to the "init.pro" file

- after invoking the Relfun/X system (by typing "refun." at the prolog prompt), a Relfun/X file can be loaded by

    recons('filename').

where filename must be enclosed in single quotes (') if it contains any special characters like . or /, e.g.

    recons('test.rfx').

(You may type "recons('user)" to enter procedures directly; quit by typing 'D)

- at the Relfun/X prompt, *func switches to function mode which treats entered goals like funcall; analogously, *goal turns on goal mode which acts like goalcall
B File "init.pro"

% ------------------------------------
% "init.pro" : some general procedures
% ------------------------------------
% modify this file for your local prolog system

% standard procedures
% -------------------
/
append([],L,L).
append([FL1|RL1],L2,[FL1|L3]) :- append(RL1,L2,L3).

member(X,[X|_]).
member(X,[_|Rest]) :-
    member(X,Rest).
/*
reverse([],[]).
reverse([H|T],L) :-
    reverse(T,Trev),
    append(Trev,[H],L).
% some additional procedures
% --------------------------

% correct_prompt.  % use this on all prolog systems except sepia
/
abort:-
    % abort the prolog system
    ????
/*
/*
systemcall(Command) :-
    unix(system(Command)).
/*

12
```prolog
systemcall(Command) :- % Command must be an atom
                     system(Command). % sepia prolog

/* use this if your 'system/1' expects a string as a list of numbers
   (as in cprolog)

systemcall(Command) :-
                     name(Command, SCommand),
                     system(SCommand).
*/

readchar(C) :- % read next char from current input stream (including CR)
             get0(C). % get_char(C) on the KCM

listp([]).

listp([_|_]).

% global variables (via assert and abolish)
% -----------------------------------------

del_global(Var) :- abolish(Var, 1).
                     del_global(Var).

del_global(Var, Value) :-
                     del_global(Var),
                     Clause =.. [Var, Value],
                     asserta(Clause).

get_global(Var, Value) :-
                     Clause =.. [Var, Value],
                     call(Clause).
```
%; list and structure conversion
%; ---------------------------------

12s([X],X) :- !.

12s([X|Rest],(X,SRest)) :-
    12s(Rest,SRest).

s21(Var,[Var]) :-
    var(Var), !.

s21((X,Y),[X|YY]) :- !,
    s21(Y,YY).

s21(X,[X]).
C  File "load-relfun.pro"

% --------------------------------------------------------
% "load-relfun.pro" : load all Relfun/X files
% --------------------------------------------------------

?- reconsult('init.pro').

?- reconsult('operators.pro').

?- reconsult('builtins.pro').

?- reconsult('relfun.pro').

?- nl,
   write('+----------------------------------------------+'),nl,
   write(' | Relfun/X -- Version 0.2 January 1991 | '),nl,
   write(' | (c) Michael Sintek & Werner Stein | '),nl,
   write('+----------------------------------------------+'),nl,nl,
   write('(Type "relfun." to start)'), nl,nl.
D  File "operators.pro"

% ------------------------------
% Relfun/X operator declarations
% ------------------------------

?- op(10, fy, #).
?- op(10, fy, *).

?- op(10, fy, ').
?- op(11, xfx, @).
?- op(12, fx, \).

?- op(101, xfx, :=).
?- op(102, xfx, <=>).
?- op(103, xfy, ++).
?- op(104, xfx, ===).
?- op(105, xfx, $).
E  File "builtins.pro"

% ----------------------------------
% Relfun/X builtins (prolog imports)
% ----------------------------------

recons(EV,#[]) :-
    smooth(EV,Atom),
    get_atom(Atom,Filename),
    rf_reconsult(Filename,verbose).

srecons(EV,#[]) :-
    smooth(EV,Atom),
    get_atom(Atom,Filename),
    rf_reconsult(Filename,silent).

tru(#[],#[]).

add(EV,#[RV]) :-
    smooth(EV,EV1),
    EV1 = #[X,Y],
    RV is X + Y.

sub(EV,#[RV]) :-
    smooth(EV,EV1),
    EV1 = #[X,Y],
    RV is X - Y.

times(EV,#[RV]) :-
    smooth(EV,EV1),
    EV1 = #[X,Y],
    RV is X * Y.

quot(EV,#[RV]) :-
    smooth(EV,EV1),
    EV1 = #[X,Y],
    RV is X // Y.
rem(EV,#[RV]) :-
    smooth(EV,EV1),
    EV1 = #[X,Y],
    RV is X mod Y.

less(EV,#[]) :-
    smooth(EV,EV1),
    EV1 = #[X,Y],
    X < Y.

is_(EV,V1) :-
    (EV = #[EV1,EV2]; EV = # [EV1,EV2]),
    smooth(EV1,V1),
    smooth(EV2,V2),
    V1 == V2.

% don't use call or is inside call/funcll/goalcall!
funcll(EV,RV) :-
    smooth(EV,Goal),
    unsmooth(Goal,RealGoal),
    relfun_call(RealGoal,RV,func).

goalcll(EV,RV) :-
    smooth(EV,Goal),
    unsmooth(Goal,RealGoal),
    relfun_call(RealGoal,RV,goal).

syscall(EV,#O) :-
    smooth(EV,EV1),
    get_atom(EV1,Command),
    systemcall(Command). % defined in "init.pro"
\( \text{smooth}(\text{EV}, \text{Goal}) , \text{alpha1}(\text{Goal}, \text{RV}) . \)

\( \text{alpha1}(\#, \#) :- !. \quad \% \text{empty function} \)

\( \text{alpha1}(\#[\text{Function} | \text{Args}], \text{RV}) :- !, \text{alpha2}(	ext{Function}, \text{Args}, \text{RV}). \)

\( \text{alpha1}(\text{Function}, \text{RV}) :- !, \text{alpha2}(	ext{Function}, \#, \text{RV}). \)

\( \text{alpha2}(\text{SAtom}, \text{Args}, \text{RV}) :- \text{get}_{\text{atom}}(\text{SAtom}, \text{Atom}) , !, \text{Goal} = . . [\text{Atom}, \# \text{ Args}, \text{RV}], \text{call}(\text{Goal}). \)

\( \text{alpha2}(\text{Error}, \text{Args}, \text{RV}) :- !, \text{write}('\text{illegal call: .}'), \text{write}(\text{Error}), \text{write}(' ('), \text{write}(\text{Args}), \text{write}(')'), \text{nl}, !, \text{fail}. \)

\( \text{show}(	ext{EV}, \#[]) :- \text{smooth}(	ext{EV}, \text{EV1}), \text{unsmooth}(	ext{EV1}, \text{EV2}), \text{write}(	ext{EV2}). \)

\( \text{showln}(	ext{EV}, \#[]) :- \text{smooth}(	ext{EV}, \text{EV1}), \text{unsmooth}(	ext{EV1}, \text{EV2}), \text{write}(	ext{EV2}), \text{nl}. \)

\( \text{cr}(	ext{EV}, \#[]) :- \text{smooth}(	ext{EV}, \#[]), \text{nl}. \)

\( \text{getch}(	ext{EV}, \text{RV}) :- \text{smooth}(	ext{EV}, \#[]), \text{readchar}(	ext{RV}). \)
++(EV,RV) :-
    smooth(EV,#[SAtom1,SAtom2]),
    get_atom(SAtom1,Atom1),
    get_atom(SAtom2,Atom2),
    name(Atom1,StringAtom1),
    name(Atom2,StringAtom2),
    append(StringAtom1,StringAtom2,StringAtom),
    name(Atom,StringAtom),
    RVAAtom =.. [Atom,#[]],
    RV === RVAAtom.
F  File “realfun.pro”

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% COMPILER %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

fctrename(call,funcall) :- !.
fctrename(is,is_) :- !.
fctrename(F,F).

% flat - level 1
%  ------------

% flat(Goal,GoalList) :
%  Goal is an ordinary goal
%  
%  flat(Term,[]) :-
%      (number(Term); listp(Term)), !,
%      write(Term),
%      write(' is not a goal.'), nl,
%      fail.

flat('Term,_') :- !,
    nl,
    write(''),
    write(Term),
    write(' is not a goal.'), nl,
    fail.
flat(Call, NewGoalList) :-
    Call = [call|LGoal], !,
    NewCall = [funcall|LGoal],
    flat(NewCall, NewGoalList).

flat(Goal, [Goal]) :-
    atom(Goal), !.

flat(Var is FunctionCall, NewGoalList) :-
    var(Var),
    nonvar(FunctionCall),
    FunctionCall = [Function|Args],
    atom(Function),
    Function \= '.',
    Function \= ',',
    Function \= '□',
    Function \= 'ʼ', !,
    flatl(Args, GoalList, Args1),
    fctrename(Function, NewFunction),
    FunctionCall1 = [NewFunction|Args1],
    append(GoalList, [Var .- FunctionCall1], NewGoalList).

flat(Goal, NewGoalList) :-
    Goal = [Functor|LGoal], !,
    flatl(LGoal, GoalList, LGoal1),
    Goal1 = [Functor|LGoal1],
    append(GoalList, [Goal1], NewGoalList).

% flat - level 2
% -----------------

flat1(Term, [], Term) :-
    (var(Term);
     number(Term);
     Term == []), !.

flat1(Term, GoalList, Term1) :-
    Term = [Functor|Args],
    Functor \= '.', !,
    flat1([Term], GoalList, [Term1]).
flat1([Term|Rest],GoalList,[Term|LRestGoal]) :-
    var(Term), !,
    flat1(Rest,GoalList,LRestGoal).

flat1([Term|Rest],GoalList,[Term|LRestGoal]) :-
    (number(Term); Term = []), !,
    flat1(Rest,GoalList,LRestGoal).

flat1([[Head|Tail]|Rest],GoalList,[List|LRestGoal]) :- !,
    flat1([Head|Tail],GoalList1,List),
    flat1(Rest,GoalList2,LRestGoal),
    append(GoalList1,GoalList2,GoalList).

flat1(['X|Rest],GoalList,[X|LRestGoal]) :-
    (var(X); number(X)), !,
    flat1(Rest,GoalList,LRestGoal).

flat1(['[H|T]|Rest],GoalList,[Term|LRestGoal]) :- !,
    Term = [H|T],
    Term =.. [Functor|LTerm], !,
    flat1(LTerm,GoalList1,LTerm1),
    Term1 =.. [Functor|LTerm1],
    flat1(Rest,GoalList2,LRestGoal),
    append(GoalList1,GoalList2,GoalList).

flat1(['Term|Rest],GoalList,[Term|LRestGoal]) :-
    Term =.. [Functor|LTerm], !,
    flat1(LTerm,GoalList1,LTerm1),
    Term1 =.. [Functor, _ LTerm1],
    flat1(Rest,GoalList2,LRestGoal),
    append(GoalList1,GoalList2,GoalList).

flat1([[Term1,Term2]|Rest],GoalList,[Term|LRestGoal]) :- !,
    flat1([Term1],GoalList1,[FTerm1]),
    flat1([Term2],GoalList2,[FTerm2]),
    connect(FTerm1,FTerm2,Term),
    append(GoalList1,GoalList2,GoalList3),
    flat1(Rest,GoalList4,LRestGoal),
    append(GoalList3,GoalList4,GoalList).
# Flat1

```prolog
flat1([Term|Rest],GoalList,[NewVar|LRestGoal]) :- !,
    Term =.. [Functor|LTerm],
    flat1(LTerm,GoalList1,LTerm1),
    fname(Functor,NewFunctor),
    Term1 =.. [NewFunctor|LTerm1],
    append(GoalList1,[NewVar := Term1],GoalList2),
    flat1(Rest,GoalList3,LRestGoal),
    append(GoalList2,GoalList3,GoalList).
```

% strind : structural induction
% -----------------------------------------------

```prolog
strind(Var,_,Function,Paras,T) :-
    var(Var), !,
    Goal =.. [Function,Var,Paras,T],
    call(Goal).
```

```prolog
strind(S,FunctorSet,Function,Paras,T) :-
    S =.. [Functor,Arg1,Arg2],
    member(Functor,FunctorSet), !,
    strind(Arg1,FunctorSet,Function,Paras,Arg1s),
    strind(Arg2,FunctorSet,Function,Paras,Arg2s),
    T =.. [Functor,Arg1s,Arg2s].
```

```prolog
strind(S,_,Function,Paras,T) :- !,
    Goal =.. [Function,S,Paras,T],
    call(Goal).
```

% add_exitpoint(Body,NewBody)
% -----------------------------------------------

```prolog
find_exitpoint(Term) :-
    var(Term), !, fail.
```

```prolog
find_exitpoint(Term) :-
    Term =.. ['_']s, !.
```

```prolog
find_exitpoint([Term1,Term2]) :- !,
    (find_exitpoint(Term1),
     find_exitpoint(Term2)).
```
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find_exitpoint(Term1;Term2) :- !,
    (find_exitpoint(Term1); find_exitpoint(Term2)).

find_exitpoint(Goalcall) :-
    Goalcall =.. [goalcall|Goallist], !,
    l_find_exitpoint(Goallist).

find_exitpoint( _) :- !, fail.

l_find_exitpoint( [] ) :- !, fail.

l_find_exitpoint( [H|T] ) :-
    find_exitpoint(H); l_find_exitpoint(T).

add_exitpoint(Goal,Goal) :-
% goal with exitpoints: no path without exitpoint allowed
    find_exitpoint(Goal), !.

add_exitpoint(Goal,(Goal,true)).

% tg : transform goal
% -------------------------------

tg(Var := Goal,RV,TGoal) :- !,
    Goal =.. [Functor|Args],
    TGoal =.. [Functor,# Args,Var], !.

tg(Var1 is Var2,RV,Var1 == Var2) :- !.

tg(!,RV,!): - !.

tg(fail,RV,fail) :- !.

tg(Goal,RV,TGoal) :- !,
    Goal =.. [Functor|Args],
    TGoal =.. [Functor,# Args,[]], !.
\[\text{ls_tg}([\text{Goal}], \text{RV}, \text{TGoal}) :- !,\]
\[\text{tg}(\text{Goal}, \text{RV}, \text{TGoal}), !.\]

\[\text{ls_tg}([\text{Goal}|\text{Rest}], \text{RV}, (\text{TGoal}, \text{TRest})) :- !,\]
\[\text{tg}(\text{Goal}, \text{RV}, \text{TGoal}),\]
\[\text{ls_tg}(\text{Rest}, \text{RV}, \text{TRest}), !.\]

\[\text{trans}(\text{Var}, \ldots) :-\]
\[\text{var}(\text{Var}), !,\]
\[\text{nl},\]
\[\text{write}(\text{'A variable is not an allowed goal.'}), \text{nl},\]
\[\text{fail}.\]

\[\text{trans}(\text{Goal}, \text{RV}, \text{TGoal}) :-\]
\[\text{Goal} =. [\text{tIArgs}], !,\]
\[\text{l2s}(\text{Args}, \text{SArgs}),\]
\[\text{flat}(\text{RV} is \text{SArgs}, \text{LTGoal}),\]
\[\text{ls_tg}(\text{LTGoal}, \ldots, \text{TGoal}), !.\]

\[\text{trans}(\text{Goal}, \text{RV}, \text{TGoal}) :- !,\]
\[\text{flat}(\text{Goal}, \text{GoalList}),\]
\[\text{ls_tg}(\text{GoalList}, \text{RV}, \text{TGoal}), !.\]

\[\text{transform}(\text{Body}, \text{RV}, \text{TBody}) :-\]
\[\text{strind}(\text{Body}, [',', ';'], \text{trans}, \text{RV}, \text{TBody}).\]

% th : transform head
% -------------------

\[\text{th}(\text{Head}, \text{RV}, \text{THead}, (\text{smooth}(\text{EV}, \# []))) :-\]
\[\text{atom}(\text{Head}), !,\]
\[\text{THead} =. [\text{Head}, \text{EV}, \text{RV}].\]

\[\text{th}(\text{Head}, \text{RV}, \text{THead}, (\text{smooth}(\text{EV}, \text{EV1}), \text{TGoal})) :-\]
\[\text{Head} =. [\text{Functor} | \text{Args}],\]
\[\text{THead} =. [\text{Functor}, \text{EV}, \text{RV}],\]
\[\text{l2s}(\text{Args}, \text{SArgs}),\]
\[\text{flat}(\text{EV1} is \text{SArgs}, \text{LTGoal}),\]
\[\text{ls_tg}(\text{LTGoal}, \ldots, \text{TGoal}).\]
% rf_reconsult
% ---------------

rf_abolish(Clause) :-
   abolish(Clause,2),
   abolish(Clause,3).

rf_abolish(Clause).

rf_test(Functor) :-
   get_global(clauses,[Functor|_]), !.

rf_test(Functor) :-
   get_global(clauses,Clauses),
   member(Functor,Clauses), !,
   llriter('Warning: "'),
   write(Functor),
   write('" is not contiguously defined.'),
   nl.

rf_test(Functor) :- !, % first time
   rf_abolish(Functor),
   get_global(clauses,Clauses),
   set_global(clauses,[Functor|Clauses]), !.

rf_assert(Clause) :-
   Clause =.. [[:-],Head,Body], !,
   th(Head,RV,THead,TGoal),
   add_exitpoint(Body,Body1),
   transform(Body1,RV,TBody),
   THead =.. [Functor|_],
   rf_test(Functor),
   assertz((THead :- (TGoal,TBody)));

rf_assert(Fact) :-
   th(Fact,# [],THead,TBody),
   Fact =.. [Functor|Args],
   rf_test(Functor),
   assertz((THead :- TBody));
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rf_reconsult(File,Mode) :- !,
    set_global(clauses,[]),
    see(File),
    repeat, 
    read(Clause),
    rf_reconsulti(File,Clause,Mode), !.

rf_reconsulti(File,end_of_file,silent) :- !,
    seen,
    del_global(clauses).

rf_reconsulti(File,end_of_file,verbose) :- !,
    seen,
    write('refun file "'),
    write(File),
    write('" reconsulted, procedures:'), nl,
    get_global(clauses,Clauses),
    reverse(Clauses,RClauses),
    write(RClauses), nl,nl,
    del_global(clauses).

rf_reconsulti(File,Clause,_) :- 
    (rf_assert(Clause);
     nl,
     write('Error: '), nl,
     write(Clause), nl,
     write('is not a valid clause.'),nl,nl), !, fail.
F.2 Run Time Functions

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% run time functions %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% connect (used in smooth)
% ------------------------

connect(T1,T2,T) :-
    connect1(T1,T2,NT),
    ((NT = [X], !, T = X) ;
     T = # NT).

connect1(T1,T2,List) :-
    nonvar(T1), nonvar(T2),
    T1 = # List1, T2 = # List2, !,
    append(List1,List2,List).

connect1(T1,T2,[T1|List2]) :-
    nonvar(T2), T2 = # List2, !.

connect1(T1,T2,List) :-
    nonvar(T1), T1 = # List1, !,
    append(List1,[T2],List).

connect1(T1,T2,[T1,T2]) :- !.

% smooth(X,Y)
% -----------

smooth(X,Y) :-
    var(X), var(Y), !,
    X = Y.

smooth(X,Y) :-
    var(X), !,
    smooth(Y,Y1),
    X = Y1.
smooth(# [X], X1) :- !,
    smooth(X, X1).

smooth(# [], # []) :- !.

smooth(# [Term|Rest], List) :- !,
    smooth(Term, STerm),
    smooth(# Rest, SRest),
    connect(STerm, SRest, List).

smooth(Term, STerm) :-
    Term =.. [Functor|Rest], !,
    l_smooth(Rest, SRest),
    STerm =.. [Functor|SRest].

smooth(X, X).

l_smooth([], []).

l_smooth([Head|Tail], [SHead|STail]) :-
    smooth(Head, SHead),
    l_smooth(Tail, STail).

% unsmooth : convert s(#[...]) to s(...) 
% --------------------------------------------------

unsmooth(Var, Var) :-
    var(Var), !.

unsmooth(# [], '(())') :- !.

unsmooth(# [H|T], Structure) :- !,
    unsmooth(H, H1),
    unsmooth(T, T1),
    l2s([H1|T1], Structure).

unsmooth([], []) :- !.

unsmooth([H|T], [H1|T1]) :- !,
    unsmooth(H, H1),
    unsmooth(T, T1).
unsmooth(Structure,Functor) :-
    nonvar(Structure),
    get_atom(Structure,Functor), !.

unsmooth(Structure,Structure1) :-
    Structure = .. [Functor|X],
    X == [# Args], !,
    unsmooth(Args,Args1),
    Structure1 = .. [Functor|Args1].

unsmooth(Structure,Structure1) :-
    Structure = .. [Functor|Args], !,
    unsmooth(Args,Args1),
    Structure1 = .. [Functor|Args1].

unsmooth(X,X).

% get_atom(SAtom,Atom)
% ----------------------

get_atom(SAtom,Atom) :- % (SAtom must be 'smoothed')
    SAtom = .. [Atom,X],
    X == #[].

% === : partial "string-variable" unification
% -------------------------------------------

Term1 === Term2 :-
    smooth(Term1,Eq), smooth(Term2,Eq).
F.3 Main Procedure

%- set_global(mode,[func,'! & ']).

relfun :- nl,
rf_reconsult('init.rfx',verbose),
write('Enter *help* for help'),nl,nl,
repeat,
correct_prompt, e.g. for sepia prolog
global_mode,[Mode,Prompt]),
write(Prompt),
read(Goal),
((Goal = end_of_file,
  nl, nl, write('Good bye'), nl, abort);
(command(Goal),
  prolog_goal(Goal),
  relfun_goal(Goal,Mode),
  fail)).

% command
% -------

command(Var) :-
  var(Var), !,
  write('Please be a little bit more specific'), nl,
  !,fail.

command(* func) :-
  set_global(func,[func,'! & ']),
  !,fail.

command(* goal) :-
  set_global(goal,[goal,'! ? ']),
  !,fail.
command(* demo) :-
    rf_reconsult('demo.rtx',silent), !,
    demo(_,_), !, fail.

command(* help) :-
    nl,
    write('Available commands are'), nl, nl,
    write('  *D   -- abort Relfun/X session'), nl, nl,
    write('  *func. -- switch to function mode'), nl,
    write('  *goal. -- switch to goal mode'), nl,
    write('  *demo. -- run a demo'), nl,
    write('  *help. -- show this help information'), nl, nl,
    write('  #<prolog-cmd>. -- execute prolog command, e.g.:'), nl,
    write('  #listing(<f>). -- show compiled Relfun/X function <f>'), nl, nl,
    !, fail.

command(_).

% prolog_goal
% --------
prolog_goal(# Goal) :- !,
    ((call(Goal), !, nl, write(#yes)); (!, nl, write(#no))), nl, fail.

prolog_goal(_).

% relfun_goal
% --------
read_key(Key) :- !,
    readchar(Key),
    read_key2(Key), !.

read_key2(10) :- !.

read_key2(_) :- !,
    readchar(Key),
    read_key2(Key), !.
relfun_call(Goal,RV,goal) :-
    add_exitpoint(Goal,Goal1),
    transform(Goal1,RV,Goal2),
    call(Goal2).

relfun_call(Goal,RV,func) :-
    transform(RV,Goal,RV,Goal1),
    call(Goal1).

relfun_goal(Goal,Mode) :-
    relfun_call(Goal,RV,Mode),
    show(RV),
    write('yes '),
    read_key(Key),
    Key \== 59,
    nl, !.

relfun_goal(Goal,Mode) :-
    write(no),
    nl, nl, !.

show(RV) :-
    smooth(RV,RVO),
    unsmooth(RVO,RV1),
    write(RV1), nl, !.
null.

'(())'.

\texttt{naf(Goal) :- goalcall(Goal), !, fail.}
\texttt{naf(Goal).}
H The "demo*.rfx" Files

H.1 File "demo.rfx"

% ---------------------------------------------------
% "demo.rfx" : demo Relfun/X file, loaded by "*demo."
% ---------------------------------------------------

demo :-
cr,
showln('-------------------------------------------------------'),
showln('Relfun/X Demo (c) Werner Stein & Michael Sintek'),
showln('-------------------------------------------------------'),
cr,cr,
demo.

demo1 :- % relatives
showfile('demo1.rfx'),
recons('demo1.rfx'),
wait_for_cr,
showln('You may now enter questions like'),
showln('brother('helen'),'),
showln('uncle('john'),'),
cr,
showln('To invoke backtracking, type ":" at the "yes" prompt.'),
cr,
showln('Continue the demo by typing "demo2."'),
cr,
showln('('If an error has stopped the Relfun/X session,')'),
showln('resume it by typing "relfun."'),
cr.

demo2 :- % slow_sort
cr,
showfile('demo2.rfx'),
recons('demo2.rfx'),
wait_for_cr,
showln('You may now enter questions like'),
showln('slow_sort([s('s(0)),0,'s(0)]).'),
cr,
showln('Continue the demo by typing "demo3."'),cr.
demo3 :- % fib
  cr,
  showfile('demo3.rfx'),
  recons('demo3.rfx'),
  wait_for_cr,
  showln('You may now enter questions like'),
  showln('fibrel(n2s(7), X), s2n(X).'),
  showln('s2n(fibfun(n2s(5))).'),
  cr,
  showln('Continue the demo by typing "demo4."'), cr.

demo4 :- % math and lists
  cr,
  showfile('demo4.rfx'),
  recons('demo4.rfx'),
  wait_for_cr,
  showln('You may now enter questions like'),
  showln('gcd(28, 585).'),
  showln('app([1, 2, 3], [4, 5]).'),
  cr,
  showln('Continue the demo by typing "demo5."'), cr.

demo5 :- % lisp
  cr,
  showfile('demo5.rfx'),
  recons('demo5.rfx'),
  wait_for_cr,
  showln('You may now enter questions like'),
  showln('last([1, 2, 3]).'),
  showln('nth([1, 2, 3], 2).'),
  cr,
  showln('Continue the demo by typing "demo6."'), cr.

demo6 :- % palindrome
  cr,
  showfile('demo6.rfx'),
  recons('demo6.rfx'),
  wait_for_cr,
  showln('You may now enter questions like'),
  showln('palindrome(['s(Y, 'b'), 'a, Y, X]], X, Y).'),
  cr,
  showln('Continue the demo by typing "demo7."'), cr.
demo7 :- % divide
    cr,
    showfile("demo7.rfx"),
    recons("demo7.rfx"),
    wait_for_cr,
    showln("You may now enter questions like"),
    showln("divide(divide(11,3))."),
    showln("which yields: divide(3,2) --> (1,1)"),
    cr,
    showln("Continue the demo by typing "demo8."."), cr.

demo8 :- % curiosities
    cr,
    showfile("demo8.rfx"),
    recons("demo8.rfx"),
    wait_for_cr,
    showln("You may now enter questions like"),
    showln("hope([1,2,3,4])."),
    showln("hope([1,2,3])."),
    cr,
    showln("reduction('add,0,[1,2,3,4]')."),
    showln("reduction('count,0,[1,2,3,4]')."),
    cr, cr,
    showln("(End of demo)"),
    cr.

demo9 :-
    cr,
    showln("game over"),
    cr.
% some general procedures
% -----------------------

showfile(X) :-
    syscall('more ++ "", ++ X).

wait_for_cr :-
    show('Please press <CR> to continue: '),
    getcr,
    cr.

getcr :-
    10 is getch, !.

getcr :-
    _ is getch,
    getcr.
H.2 File "demol.rfx"

% "demol.rfx": relatives
% ------------------------

father('john') :- & ('john_the_first').
mother('john') :- & 'helen.'
brother('helen') :- & 'fred.'
brother('helen') :- & 'bert.'
parent(X) :- & father(X).
parent(X) :- & mother(X).
uncle(X) :- & brother(parent(X)).
child(parent(X)) :- &X.
H.3 File “demo2.rfx”

% "demo2.rfx" : slow_sort
% -----------------------

slow_sort(X) :- & sorted(perm(X)).
sorted([]) :- & [].
sorted([X]) :- & [X].
sorted([X,Y|Z]) :- <=(X,Y), & cons(X,sorted([Y|Z])).

perm([]) :- & [].
perm([X|Y]) :- & cons(U,perm(del(U,[X|Y]))).

del(X,[X|Y]) :- & Y.
del(X,[Y|Z]) :- & cons(Y,del(X,Z)).

<=(0,X) :- numberp(X).
<=(\s(X),\s(Y)) :- <=(X,Y).

cons(X,Y) :- & [X|Y].

numberp(0).
numberp('\s(N)) :- numberp(N).
\textbf{H.4} File "demo3.rfx"

\texttt{% "demo3.rfx" : fib
% -------------------
%
% relational version
% -------------------

fibrel(0,'s(0)).
fibrel('s(0),'s(0)).
fibrel('s('s(N)),F) :- fibrel(N,X), fibrel('s(N),Y), plusrel(X,Y,F).

plusrel(0,N,N).
plusrel('s(M),N,P) :- plusrel(M,'s(N),P).

% functional version
% -------------------

fibfun(0) :- & 's(0).
fibfun('s(0)) :- & 's(0).
fibfun('s('s(N))) :- & plusfun(fibfun(N),fibfun('s(N))).

plusfun(0,N) :- & N.
plusfun('s(M),N) :- & plusfun(M,'s(N)).

% conversion of "structure numbers"
% -----------------------------------

n2s(0) :- &0.
n2s('s(N)) :- & 's(n2s(sub(N,1))).

s2n(0) :- &0.
s2n('s(X)) :- & add(s2n(X),1).
H.5 File “demo4.rfx”

% "demo4.rfx": ordinary functions
% --------------------------------

gcd(X,Y) :-
    less(X,Y),
    & gcd(X,sub(Y,X)).

gcd(X,Y) :-
    less(Y,X),
    & gcd(Y,sub(X,Y)).

gcd(X,X) :- &X.

fac(0) :- !, &1.

fac(N) :- &times(N,fac(sub(N,1))).

app([],L) :- &L.

app([H|T],L) :- & ([H|app(T,L))].

rev([]) :- &[].

rev([H|T]) :- &app(rev(T),[H]).

mem(X,[X|R]) :- &[X|R].

mem(X,[_|R]) :-
    &mem(X,R).
H.6 File "demo5.rfx"

% "demo5.rfx": tiny lisp implementation
% -------------------------------------

car([]) :- &[].
car([H|_]) :- &H.

cdr([]) :- &[].
cdr([_|T]) :- &T.

last([]) :- !, &('game over').
last([X]) :- !, &X.
last(Liste) :- &last(cdr(Liste)).

cons(A,B) :- &[A|B].

nth([],_) :- !, &[].
nth(List,1) :- !, &car(List).
nth(List,N) :- &nth(cdr(List),sub(N,1)).
H.7 File “demo6.rfx”

% "demo6.rfx" : palindrome
% ------------------------

palindrome([]) :- true.
palindrome([Center]) :- true.
palindrome([First_and_Last | Rest]) :-
    apprel(Middle,[First_and_Last],Rest),
    palindrome(Middle).

apprel([],L,L).

apprel([H|T],L,[H | T1]) :- apprel(T,L,T1).
H.8  File “demo7.rfx”

% "demo7.rfx" : string variables
% ----------------------------------

divide(N,D) :- & (quot(N,D), rem(N,D)).
H.9  File “demo8.rfx”

% "demo8.rfx" : curious procedures
% -------------------------------------

% Hope style pattern matching
% ---------------------------

% a pattern of the form "P1 is P2" binds the input to both P1
% and P2, e.g.:

hope(List is [Head | Tail is [Head1|Tail1]]) :-
    & (List,Head,Tail,Head1,Tail1).

% if the list [1,2,3,4] is provided to hope, it will be bound to
% List as well as to [Head | Tail]


% "Higher Order Functions"
% ------------------------

reduction(Function,Baseelement,[]) :- #Baseelement.
reduction(Function,Baseelement,[H|T]) :-
    & (Function @ (H,reduction(Function,Baseelement,T))).

count(A,B) :- #add(B,1).
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